Orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light is an attractive degree of freedom for fundamentals studies in quantum mechanics. In addition, the discrete unbounded state-space of OAM has been used to enhance classical and quantum communications. Unambiguous measurement of OAM is a key part of all such experiments. However, state-of-the-art methods for separating single photons carrying a large number of different OAM values are limited to a theoretical separation efficiency of about 77 percent. Here we demonstrate a method which uses a series of unitary optical transformations to enable the measurement of lights OAM with an experimental separation efficiency of more than 92 percent. Further, we demonstrate the separation of modes in the angular position basis, which is mutually unbiased with respect to the OAM basis. The high degree of certainty achieved by our method makes it particularly attractive for enhancing the information capacity of multi-level quantum cryptography systems.
Introduction
It has long been known that the polarization state of the optical field can be associated with the spin angular momentum [1, 2] . In 1992, it was shown by Allen et al. that in the paraxial regime, a e i ϕ vortex phase structure of a circularly symmetric beam corresponds to units of OAM [3] . Since then, OAM of light has been found as a useful tool in a variety of applications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . OAM modes with different values form a large orthonormal set of functions that can be used to encode information. It has been suggested that OAM encoding can be used alongside polarization to increase the channel capacity of communication systems [9, 10] . Additionally, the use of a multi-level encoding basis such as the OAM basis can increase the tolerance of QKD systems to eavesdropping [11] . Clearly, applications of this sort will require a method of sorting photons carrying OAM with a high separation efficiency, which is a measure for the degree of separation of the sorted OAM modes, as well as a high power transmission efficiency, which is an indicator of the optical throughput of the system in presence of loss. Although the two eigenstates of polarization can be separated easily by using a polarizing beam splitter, separation of OAM eigenstates has proven to be challenging until recently [12] [13] [14] .
A forked hologram can be used to add or remove spiral phase structures in its diffraction orders [15] . Similarly, a q-plate can be used to create OAM modes by utilizing the spin-orbit coupling in inhomogeneous anisotropic media [16] [17] [18] . Such elements can be used for measuring the OAM content of a beam by performing a series of projection measurements [4, 8] . In this method, an input laser beam illuminates multiple forked holograms or q-plates with different quantum numbers and the transmitted light is collected by multiple single mode fibers which correspond to different OAM values. If an OAM beam with quantum number enters this system, its phase structure will only be corrected by the element that adds a phase of − and a detection happens at the corresponding detector. This method can be used to distinguish between different OAM modes with high accuracy [8, 19] . However, projection measurements are always limited by a success rate of 1/N , where N is the number of the OAM modes involved in the experiment. This property makes this method unsuitable for single photon experiments that involve a large number of OAM modes.
More sophisticated holograms designs can be made to achieve separation of several OAM modes using a single phase-screen [15] . However, none of these designs have proven to be efficient enough for separation of OAM modes at the single-photon level. Similarly, the results achieved using thick holograms have been only marginally better [20] . Leach et al. have presented a technique for separating OAM modes at the singlephoton level based on using a Mach-Zehdner interferometer with a Dove prism in each arm [14] . This setup allows the separation of single photons based on their parity. Although in principle this method works with a 100% efficiency, separating N modes requires N − 1 cascaded interferometers. The challenge in designing and aligning such a complicated system considerably limits its applications.
Berkhout et al. have recently demonstrated a very successful method for sorting OAM modes that employs a Cartesian to log-polar transformation [12] . Under this transformation, the azimuthal phase profile of an OAM mode is mapped to a tilted planar wavefront. As a result, a set of OAM modes with different quantum numbers is converted to a set of truncated plane waves with wavefront tilts which are proportional to .
These plane waves are then separated by a single lens. This method of sorting OAM modes is exclusively based on unitary transformations and in theory can achieve a power transmission efficiency of unity. However, the degree of separation of two neighboring OAM modes is limited by diffraction due to the finite size of the unwrapped modes.
In this work we experimentally implement an architecture that combines log-polar coordinate mapping with refractive beam copying to substantially enhance the separation of the transformed OAM modes.
Furthermore, we use a variation of this method for sorting angular(ANG) modes, which form an unbiased basis set with respect to the OAM modes. We achieve a separation efficiency of 92.1 ± 0.7 for a set of 25 OAM modes and 92.7±0.5 for the corresponding 25 ANG modes, which are equivalent to mutual information values of 4.18 and 4.16 bits per detected photons respectively.
Results
Mode overlap in log-polar coordinate mapping. To achieve the coordinate transformation, the beam's amplitude a(x, y) is multiplied by a phase-only transmittance function φ 1 (x, y). The amplitude of the field in the conjugate Fourier plane can be calculated by using the stationary phase approximation, resulting in a geometrical map between the input and output planes [21] . This mapping is accompanied by an undesired varying phase term. This phase distortion arises from variations in the optical path length and can be removed by introducing a second phase plate φ 2 (u, v) at the Fourier plane (u, v) of the input plane.
A coordinate mapping of v = a arctan(y/x) and u = −a ln( x 2 + y 2 /b) can be achieved using the following phase elements [12, 23] 
It is easy to check that the azimuthal phase profile of an OAM mode is mapped to a tilted planar wavefront under this transformation. The set of plane waves resulting from the transformation of OAM modes with different quantum numbers are then separated by a single lens positioned in the (u, v) plane. Fig. 1(a) demonstrate the situation where the plane waves resulting from the transformation of two neighboring OAM modes are focused to diffraction-limited spots which are partially overlapping. In Ref. [13] , the authors have measured the fraction of intensity overlap between the neighboring modes to be about 20 percent (See Fig. 1(e) ). This is in fact an inherent limitation of this method and cannot be avoided by magnifying the transformed plane waves. Magnifying a plane wave results in a decrease in the tilt angle across its wavefront. Such magnified plane waves can be focused to narrower spots, but the spacing between the spots gets reduced accordingly such that the degree of overlap between them remains constant ( Fig. 1(b) ).
Motivated by a suggestion of Berkhout et al [12] , we recently investigated the effects of a beam-copying device on the degree of separation of transformed OAM modes [24] . Our previous simulation work along with the preliminary experimental results suggested that the use of such a device may dramatically reduce mode overlap. In the present paper, we describe the full implementation of this idea. This method works by mapping each OAM mode to multiple copies of the tilted planar wavefronts. In this situation the width of the transformed beam has been increased, while the angle of the tilt across it remains constant. Note that the periodic phase jumps between the neighboring copies of the truncated plane waves are equal to integer multiples of 2π, so the resulting larger beam will have a smooth wavefront. These converted modes can now be focused to a series of spots which have the same spacing as before but are much narrower in width [24] ( Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1 (e)).
Refractive beam copying. We have used a periodic phase-only hologram known as a fan-out element to make multiple coherent copies of the unwrapped OAM modes. The phase structure of such a device can be described as [26] Ψ 2N +1 (x) = tan
where 2N + 1 is the number of copies of the beam, s is the angular separation between them, and x is the transverse dimension along which the copies are made (See Fig. 2 Table S1 ). These parameters can be optimized using numerical or analytical methods to uniformly distribute more than 99 percent of the incident light between the copies [25, 26] .
Sorting OAM modes. In our experiment, we generate OAM modes using a spatial light modulator (SLM) and a 4f system of lenses [27] . As shown in Fig. 3 the OAM beam then propagates through the refractive elements which perform the log-polar coordinate transformation [13] . A fan-out element realized on SLM1 generates multiple copies of this truncated plane wave mode. For clarity Fig. 3 shows a fan-out element only creating 3 copies. However, we have used a fan-out design which creates 7 copies of the beam [26] (See Supplementary Fig. S1 and Supplementary Table S1 ). SLM2 is used to correct the relative phase between these copies at the Fourier plane of the fan-out element. The holograms for the fan-out element and the corresponding phase corrector are shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Finally, a lens is used to focus the extended plane-wave to a spot, where a charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera measures its intensity profile.
We have measured OAM modes with quantum numbers of =-12 to =12 using our method. We divide the area on the CCD into 25 non-overlapping adjacent spatial bins. Each of the bins corresponds to the central position of the spot resulting from the transformation of an OAM mode. By sending a known OAM mode through the system and measuring the power in all 25 bins, we have constructed the conditional probability matrix for detection of all 25 OAM modes (Fig. 4(a) ). The average probability of correctly detecting an OAM mode is calculated to be 92.1 ± 0.7 percent. This is slightly lower than the theoretical maximum of 97 percent [24] due to the non-ideal behavior of a phase-only fan-out element, undesired effects from pixelation of the SLMs, and small misalignments in the system. However, this is substantially higher than the maximum separation efficiency of 77 percent achieved by just the log-polar mapping method [12] .
We have compared these two methods quantitatively in the Supplementary Note 2.
Another common measure of quantizing the separation efficiency of a mode sorter is the mutual infor- QKD and angular modes. In order to guarantee security against eavesdropping in QKD, at least two mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) are required [28] . A MUB for OAM can be constructed from the superposition of OAM modes with equal weights and a relative phase [10, 24] :
Here, an OAM mode is written as | and L is the maximum OAM quantum number which is used in forming the basis. Members of this MUB are referred to as the angular (ANG) modes, due to angular localization of their intensity patterns ( Sorting ANG modes. An efficient method of sorting both OAM and ANG modes is needed to realize an OAM-based QKD system. Previous methods of sorting OAM modes are incapable of sorting ANG modes [10] .
However, a variation of the sorting method described above can be used to sort these modes [24] . Since the unwrapped OAM and ANG modes are related via a Fourier transform in the horizontal direction, we can sort ANG modes by removing the Fourier-transforming lens L1 after the second refractive element R2. Instead the unwrapped mode is imaged directly into the fan-out element. We use a fan-out element creating 9
copies (See Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Table S1 ). The holograms for the fan-out element and the corresponding phase corrector are shown in Fig. 2(b) . The ANG modes are transformed to a series of separated spots at the focal plane of the lens L2. The conditional probability matrix for 25 ANG modes is shown in Fig. 4(b) . The average probability for correct detection of an ANG mode in this set is measured to be 92.7 ± 0.6 percent. The mutual information calculated from the measured conditional probability matrix equals 4.16 bits per detected photon, demonstrating the capability of sorting ANG modes with approximately the same separation efficiency as that of the OAM modes.
In this experiment, we have demonstrated a method for unambiguous discrimination of OAM modes. A complex optical transformation is used along with a refractive beam-copying method to map OAM modes to a set of extended plane waves which are then separated using a lens. Using our technique, we have measured a channel capacity of 4.18 bits per detected photon for a free-space communication system using 25 OAM modes. Additionally, we have demonstrated a comparable ability to efficiently sort 25 modes in the mutually unbiased basis of angular position. Our technique will enable the development of high-dimensional QKD systems with record channel capacities of more than 4 bits per detected photon. In addition, this method will allow for detailed studies of fundamental quantum phenomena in the unbounded state-space of orbital angular momentum.
Methods
Equipments and experimental techniques. A Helium Neon laser beam (632.8 nm) is spatially filtered using a single-mode fiber. The output of the fiber is collimated and illuminates a high-definition Holoeye PLUTO phase-only SLM. The OAM and ANG modes are created using computer generated holograms [27] 
Supplementary Table S1
Diffraction order m -3 Supplementary Table S1 : Parameters for fan-out elements. (top) Grating for creating seven copies.
(bottom) Grating for creating nine copies.
Supplementary Note 1. Optimal Designs for Refractive Beam Copying
Phase-only elements for beam copying can be designed using phase-retrieval and other iterative algorithms [25] . Alternatively, an analytical optimization process can be used to design such elements [26] . The results from these two methods agree closely. These elements have the general form
The values of γ and α for fan-out elements creating 7 and 9 copies are listed in Supplementary Table S1 .
Supplementary Note 2. Separation Efficiency
We define the separation efficiency as the probability of detecting an OAM mode correctly. The mode sorter maps different OAM modes to a series of spots which their centroids separated. Assuming a perfect log-polar mapping, each OAM mode is mapped to a plane-wave which has a finite size [12] .
The separability of the form of these modes allows for a one-dimensional analysis. This unwrapped mode is focused to a spot. Using basic Fourier analysis, the spot pattern is found to be
where f is the focal length of the lens. Two transformed neighboring OAM modes are orthogonal in terms of their amplitude due the unitary nature of the involved transformation. The amplitude profile of these modes , however, is the familiar sinc form, which has a strong central components with side lobes around it (See Supplementary Fig. S1 ). As a result, there is an overlap between two neighboring OAM modes.
The probability of detecting each mode is equal to the portion of the intensity which falls into the corresponding spatial bin for an OAM mode. To treat all the OAM modes equally, the spatial bins have to be confined by the borders between the neighboring modes. Using the above analysis, the separation efficiency can be calculated as
When a fan-out element is added, the unwrapped OAM mode is copied to N different copies. For an odd number of copies
The factor of 1/ √ N has to be added for conservation of energy. This extended unwrapped mode is focused to a spot which is N times narrower
In this case, the sinc functions are N times narrower as compared to the previous case but the spacing between them has not changed (See Supplementary Fig. S1 ). We can use an analysis similar to above to calculate the separation efficiency for the case where the log-polar mapping is enhanced with beam copying.
For the case of seven copies, the separation efficiency is equal to S. E. = 
Supplementary Note 3. Effects of Cross-talk and Loss on Mutual Information
A common measure to quantify the degree of separation of modes in a communication system is the mutual information between the sent and received modes. This quantity is defined as
Here, x i is the event of sending a photon with the OAM value of i and y j is the event of detecting a photon with the OAM value of j . Assuming a uniform probability for sending N modes, P x equals 1/N for all x. The joint probability of detection P (y j , x i ) can be calculated from the conditional probability P (y j |x i ) by using the Bayes' rule
We have spatially binned the detector plane in order to detect each mode. In this case, the conditional probability P (y j |x i ) is proportional to incident power from mode i to the bin corresponding to the mode j (For patterns of the detected modes, see Supplementary Fig. S3 and Supplementary Fig. S4 ). The proportionality constant can be simply found by imposing the probability normalization condition j P (y j |x i ) = P (x i ) = 1 N . The normalization condition described above excludes the loss in the channel (we denote the conditional probabilities measured from this method as P (y j |x i ) = S ji ). As a result, the mutual information calculated from this method only quantifies the degree of cross-talk and it is usually measured in units of bits per detected photon. Since our method relies on phase-only optical elements, in principle it can achieve a power transmission of unity. It should be noted that although the fan-out elements have a smaller-than-unity efficiency (99.3 for 9 copies and 96.7 for 7 copies) when considering only the desired copies, they are phaseonly components and are strictly lossless. In our experiment and the theory work published previously [24] we collect all the light diffracted from the fan-out element and as a result there is no inherent loss in our method.
Using the values of S ji matrix, the mutual information between the transmitted and the detected modes can be calculated as
We have used the conditional probability matrix S ji to calculate the mutual information for OAM basis sets with different dimensions (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). For comparison, we have also plotted the theoretical upper bound for the mutual information of a system employing N OAM modes, which equals log 2 (N ) (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). Supplementary Fig. S2 also includes values of mutual information calculated from theory for a perfect log-polar coordinate mapping [12] (c) and perfect log-polar mapping combined by beam copying (d) [24] (all values are in bits per detected photons).
To achieve a complete characterization of the information capacity of a channel, one must take into account the loss as well as the cross-talk in the calculation of the mutual information between the transmitted and the detected modes. Due to the presence of loss in a realistic communication channel, sometimes the transmitted photons lead to no detection event in the receiver's side. In this situation, the failure to detect any mode should be treated as an alternative possible event for the receiver [29] . However, it is easy to check that if the value of the loss is equal for all the modes, the no-detection event contains no information about the transmitted mode and hence it can be discarded from the calculation of the mutual information. In this case, the only effect of loss is in reducing the probability of successfully detecting each mode.
If the transmitted photon is lost in the channel by a probability of P L , a successful transmission will have a probability of P T , where P T = 1 − P L . In this case, the joint probability of detection P (y j , x i ) for each mode is calculated as
where S ji are measured as before. Substituting the joint probability values in Eq. (S8) we have
This can be further simplified as I(bits per launched photon) = P T × I(bits per detected photon).
This relation has a simple interpretation. It states that the mutual information between the transmitted and the detected modes is scaled down by the the overall power transmission efficiency of the optical communication link.
We have measured the overall power efficiency of our system to be about 15 percent. Using this number, our system transfers 4.18 bits per detected photon and 4.18 × 0.15 = 0.63 bits per launched photon for OAM modes. Similarly, the ANG modes are transferred and separated with a mutual information of 4.16 bits per detected photon and 4.16 × 0.15 = 0.62 bits per launched photon. However, it should be emphasized once more that the loss in our system is a consequence of the specific experimental realization we have utilized, and is not inherent to our sorting method. Straightforward technological improvements could lead to a significant increase in the number of bits per launched photon. Manufacturing of the fan-out and its phase corrector in the form of refractive elements can achieve power transmission efficiencies close to a hundred percent.
In fact, fan-out elements with efficiencies of more than 95% are commercially available. Alternatively, the required elements can be realized using new generation of SLMs which can achieve diffraction efficiencies of more than 90%.
Supplementary Note 4. Mutually Unbiased Bases and Angular

Modes
To guarantee security in the BB84 protocol, at least two mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) of polarization are needed [4] . Similarly, a basis unbiased with respect to the basis of orbital angular momentum (OAM)
is needed in an OAM-based quantum key distribution (QKD) system [10] . Such a basis can be constructed using the following formula
These modes are referred to as the angular (ANG) modes due to the angular confinement of their intensity pattern. Some of the ANG modes made from superposition of = −12 to = −12 can be seen in Fig. 4 .
We have used a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) to realize holograms for generating OAM and ANG modes. In order to generate a spatial mode described by a(x, y)e iφ(x,y) , the following phase pattern is impressed on the SLM Ψ(x, y) = 1 − sinc −1 [a(x, y)] φ(x, y).
A blaze function is usually added to the phase of the target beam to achieve better separation of the desired and undesired parts in the Fourier domain [27] . Fig. 4 shows some of the holograms used for generating OAM and ANG modes.
